Dragons!
Be creative!

How would you feel if you were the young lady about to be sacrificed to the Dragon?

How would St George go about finding a dragon to fight?

Describe your talents as a dragon tamer and advertise your skills!

Create an invitation, a menu and recipes for a Dragon's banquet. Who would you invite?

Draw a family of Dragons! What are their names?

Poetry
Write an acrostic poem using the word Dragon!

Look at dragons in traditional myths and legends.

Design a Dragon's cave and create it for a storytelling venue.

Make model dragons, puppet or shadow dragons.

Write a story from the point of view of a homeless or lonely dragon.

World dragons! Find out about Chinese, Welsh or Viking dragons.

Make a dragon large enough for several children to hide inside. What sounds would the dragon make?

Write a play for your dragon puppets and act it out.

Poetry
Write an acrostic poem using the word Dragon!

Would it have possible for a dragon to fly? Did they really exist? How would they breathe fire?

Where would a Dragon hide their treasure?

How could you be a dragon's best friend?